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LAMBERT MULTIPLIERS BETWEEN Lp-SPACES AS A
BANACH ALGEBRA
JAHANGIR CHESHMAVAR AND SEYED KAMEL HOSSEINI
Abstract. The set of all Lambert multipliers acting between Lp-
spaces are Banach spaces. In this paper, we introduced a new
norm induced by conditional expectation operators to show that
such multipliers are commutative Banach algebra. Also, Fredholm
⋆-multiplication operators on Lp-spaces are characterized.
1. Introduction and Preliminaries
In [6], Lambert introduced the concept of Lp-multipliers and the
relationship between a chain of sigma algebras and the set of multi-
plication operators which are the contractive idempotent, the so-called
conditional expectation operators. Of course conditional expectation
operators have been studied since the work of Chen and Moy [7] see
for example Brunk [1], Lambert [5] and Herron [2] in the setting of
Lp spaces. Later by using some properties of conditional expectation
operator, Lambert multipliers acting between two Lp-spaces character-
ized by Jabbarzadeh and Sarbaz in [3]. In this section, we will review
conditional expectation operators and Lambert multipliers, which we
need later. Our exposition regarding Lambert multipliers follows [6, 2].
Let us start with some preliminaries and notations.
Let (X,Σ, µ) be an arbitrary σ-finite measure space, A ⊆ Σ be
complete σ-finite subalgebra and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We view Lp(A) =
Lp(X,A, µ|A) as a Banach subspace of Lp(Σ). Associated with each
σ-finite subalgebra A ⊆ Σ, there exists an operator E(·|A) = E(·),
defined for all non-negative measurable function f as well as for all
f ∈ Lp(Σ), where by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, E(f) is the unique
A-measurable function satisfying:
∫
A
fdµ =
∫
A
E(f)dµ.(1)
Key words and phrases. Conditional expectation, Lambert Multiplier, Banach
algebra, ⋆-Multiplication operator.
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for all A ∈ A. For every complete σ-finite subalgebra A ⊆ Σ, the
mapping f 7−→ E(f), from Lp(Σ) to Lp(A), is called the conditional
expectation operator, with respect to A. We will need the following
standard facts concerning E(f), for more details, we refer to [8, 2]:
(i) If f ≥ 0 then E(f) ≥ 0; if f > 0 then E(f) > 0;
(ii) If f and g are real valued with f ≤ g, then E(f) ≤ E(g);
(iii) If g is A-measurable then E(fg) = E(f)g;
(iv) (E|f |)p ≤ E|f |p and ‖E(f)‖p ≤ ‖f‖p;
(v) E(f) = f if and only if, f is A- measurable;
(vi) If f ∈ Lp(Σ) and g ∈ Lq(Σ) then E|fg| ≤ (E|f |p) 1p (E|g|q) 1q ,
where 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1;
(vii) E(1) = 1.
As an operator on Lp(Σ), E(·) is the contractive idempotent and
E(Lp(Σ)) = Lp(A). Now let
Bf = {x ∈ X : E(f+)(x) = E(f−)(x) =∞},
where f = f+ − f−, f+ = max{f, 0} and f− = max{0,−f}.
Definition 1.1. The real-valued Σ-measurable function f is said to be
conditionable with respect to A if µ(Bf) = 0.
In this case E(f) ≡ E(f+)− E(f−). If f is complex-valued, then f
is conditionable, whenever the real and imaginary parts of f are condi-
tionable and their respective expectations are not both infinite on the
same set of positive measure. In this case, E(f) ≡ E(Ref)+ iE(Imf).
Let L0(Σ) be the linear space of all conditionable Σ-measurable func-
tions on X . For f and g in L0(Σ), we define
f ⋆ g = fE(g) + gE(f)− E(f)E(g).(2)
Let 1 ≤ p, q ≤ ∞. A measurable function u ∈ L0(Σ) for which
u⋆f ∈ Lq(Σ) for each f ∈ Lp(Σ), is called Lambert multiplier. In other
words, u ∈ L0(Σ) is Lambert multiplier if and only if the corresponding
⋆-multiplication operator Tu : L
p(Σ) → Lq(Σ) defined as Tuf = u ⋆ f
is bounded.
Define K⋆p,q, the set of all Lambert multipliers from L
p(Σ) into Lq(Σ)
as follows:
K⋆p,q = {u ∈ L0(Σ) : u ⋆ Lp(Σ) ⊆ Lq(Σ)}
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K⋆p,q is a vector subspace of L
0(Σ). We put K⋆p,p = K
⋆
p .
For u ∈ K⋆p define ‖u‖0K⋆p = ‖E(|u|p)‖
1
p
∞. Authors in [3] showed that
K⋆p is a Banach space with the norm ‖ · ‖0K⋆p . To make the multiplicity,
in the following sections, we introduced the new induced norm ‖ · ‖1K⋆p ,
which is equivalent with ‖ · ‖0K⋆p , then, we show that the star opera-
tion (2) defined on K⋆p is a multiplication and K
⋆
p equipped with this
multiplication and the suitable norm ‖ · ‖1K⋆p is a commutative Banach
algebra. Also, Fredholm ⋆-multiplication operators on Lp-spaces with
positive regular Borel measure µ and locally compact Hausdorff space
X are characterized.
2. Lambert multipliers as a Banach algebra
A commutative Banach algebra B is by definition, an algebra over
the field C of complex numbers, endowed with a norm ‖·‖ under which
it is a Banach space such that xy = yx, for every x, y ∈ B, and satisfy
multiplicative condition, that is,
‖xy‖ ≤ ‖x‖‖y‖, for any x, y ∈ B.(3)
If B has an identity e, then it is assumed that ‖e‖ = 1.
The following Theorem characterized the members of K⋆p stated in
[3].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose 1 ≤ p < ∞ and u ∈ L0(Σ). Then u ∈ K⋆p if
and only if E(|u|p) ∈ L∞(A).
We will use the following simple Lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For 1 ≤ p <∞, let u, v, and w ∈ K⋆p and λ ∈ C. Then
(i) u ⋆ v ∈ K⋆p and ‖u ⋆ v‖0K⋆p ≤ 3‖u‖0K⋆p‖v‖0K⋆p ;
(ii) The star operation (2) defined on K⋆p is commutative, associa-
tive and distributive;
(iii) (λu) ⋆ v = u ⋆ (λv) = λ(u ⋆ v);
(iv) 1 ⋆ u = u ⋆ 1 = u.
Proof. The proof is an easy exercise. 
Let u, v ∈ K⋆p and define
u · v = 1
3
(u ⋆ v).
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Then by Lemma 2.2, K⋆p is a commutative algebra with identity e = 3
and norm ‖ · ‖0K⋆p under which it is a Banach space. However, in the
following Theorem, we introduce a new norm ‖ · ‖1K⋆p under which it is
a commutative Banach algebra with ‖e‖1K⋆p = 1.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that Tu : v → u · v, is a continuous linear
operator for every u ∈ K⋆p , that is, the multiplication is continuous in
each factor separately. Let ‖ · ‖1K⋆p be the induced norm, that is,
‖u‖1K⋆p = sup
‖v‖0
K⋆p
≤1
‖u ⋆ v‖0K⋆p ,(4)
Then
(i) K⋆p with the norm ‖ · ‖1K⋆p is complete with identity e = 3 and
‖e‖1K⋆p = 1;
(ii) Two norms ‖ · ‖0K⋆p and ‖ · ‖1K⋆p are equivalent.
Proof. (i) Fix u ∈ K⋆p and let Tu : v → u · v be a continuous linear
map on K⋆p (by the continuity assumption). If u 6= 0, Tu(1) = u, and
then Tu 6= 0, also Tu1u2(v) = u1u2v = Tu1(u2v) = Tu1Tu2(v), hence the
mapping u → Tu is an isomorphism of the K⋆p in to the algebra of all
continuous linear operators on K⋆p . Clearly ‖ ·‖1K⋆p is a norm on K⋆p and
satisfies the multiplicative condition. We have also that
‖u‖1K⋆p ≥ (‖3‖0K⋆p )−1‖u‖0K⋆p
(take v = 1
3
(‖3‖0K⋆p)−1 in (4)) and, consequently, if (un)n∈N is a Cauchy
sequence in ‖ · ‖1K⋆p , it is also a Cauchy sequence in ‖ · ‖0K⋆p , and so
converges to some u0 ∈ K⋆p . On the other hand, first {Tun}n∈N is
a Cauchy sequence in the algebra of linear operators on K⋆p , hence
converges in norm to some operator T0 and second,
Tun(v) = unv → u0v = Tu0v,
for all v ∈ K⋆p . Then limn→∞ ‖un − u0‖1K⋆p = 0 which is the same as
limn→∞ ‖Tun − Tu0‖0K⋆p = 0. It follows that T0 = Tun and the argument
is proved. We have proved that K⋆p is complete under the norm ‖ · ‖1K⋆p .
Also we have ‖e‖1K⋆p = 1.
For (ii), we have
‖u‖0K⋆p
‖3‖0K⋆p
≤ ‖u‖1K⋆p ≤ ‖u‖0K⋆p ,(5)
That is, two norms are equivalent. 
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Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, we have the
following Corollary:
Corollary 2.4. For 1 ≤ p <∞, K⋆p is a commutative Banach algebra
with identity.
Remark: Among Banach algebras, there are very interesting ones
called Banach algebras with involution. Take, u∗ = u, then K⋆p is
commutative Banach algebra with involution.
The following elementary Lemmas show that, the set of ⋆-multiplication
operators Tu are closed under addition and composition operators to
characterize them in terms of the conditional expectation induced by
A.
Lemma 2.5. Let Rp = {Tu : u ∈ K⋆p}. Then for every u, v ∈ K⋆p , the
following statements hold:
(i) Tu+v = Tu + Tv;
(ii) TuTv = Tu∗v.
Proof. It is obvious.

Lemma 2.6. Let u ∈ K⋆p . Then the following holds:
(i) If Tu is invertible operator, then there is w ∈ K⋆p such that
(Tu)
−1 = Tw and E(w) =
1
E(u)
;
(ii) If u ∈ L∞(A) and Tu is invertible, then (Tu)−1 = T 1
u
;
(iii) If |E(u)| ≥ δ almost everywhere on X for some δ > 0, then Tu
is injective.
Proof. (i) Let Tu be invertible. By Lemma 2.5, there is w ∈ K⋆p such
that
Tu⋆w = TuTw = T1;
That is, u ⋆ w = 1. Consequently, (Tu)
−1 = Tw and
1 = E(1) = E(u ⋆ w) = E(uE(w)) +wE(u)−E(u)E(w) = E(u)E(w).
(ii) For u ∈ L∞(A), it is easy to verify that, TuT 1
u
f = T 1
u
Tuf = f ;
(iii) For f ∈ Lp(Σ), let Tuf = 0. Then,
0 = E(0) = E(Tuf) = E(uEf + fEu− EfEu)
= EuEf + EuEf −EuEf = EuEf.
By the hypothesis, Ef = 0. Thus, 0 = Tuf = fEu, and, f = 0. 
The following Proposition, is analogue of Ho¨ulder’s inequality in the
K⋆p -setting.
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Proposition 2.7. Let µ(X) < ∞, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and q be the conjugate
exponent to p. If u ∈ K⋆p and v ∈ K⋆q , then uv ∈ K⋆1 , and
‖uv‖0K⋆
1
≤ ‖u‖0K⋆p‖v‖0K⋆q .
Proof. Let u ∈ K⋆∞ and v ∈ K⋆1 , then u ∈ L∞(Σ) and E|v| ∈ L∞(A).
Therefore,
E|uv| = E|u||v| ≤ E‖u‖∞|v|
= ‖u‖∞E|v| ≤ ‖u‖∞‖E|v|‖∞
= ‖u‖0K⋆
∞
‖v‖0K⋆
1
.
Since uv ∈ L0(Σ), we have that uv ∈ K⋆1 and ‖uv‖0K⋆
1
≤ ‖u‖K⋆
∞
‖v‖0K⋆
1
.
Let 1 < p < ∞, u ∈ K⋆p and v ∈ K⋆q , then u ∈ Lp(Σ) and v ∈ Lq(Σ).
Using the conditional form of Ho¨ulder’s inequality we have
E|uv| ≤ (E|u|p) 1p (E|v|q) 1q
≤ ‖E|u|p‖
1
p
∞‖E|v|q‖
1
q
∞
= ‖u‖0K⋆p‖v‖0K⋆q .
Therefore, E|uv| ∈ L∞(A) and ‖E|uv|‖∞ ≤ ‖u‖0K⋆p‖v‖0K⋆q . Since uv ∈
L0(Σ), we have that uv ∈ K⋆1 and ‖uv‖0K⋆
1
≤ ‖u‖0K⋆p‖v‖0K⋆q . 
3. Fredholm ⋆-multiplication operators
Recall that an operator T is said to be a Fredholm operator if R(T )
is closed, dimN (T ) and codimR(T ) are finite, where R(T ) and N (T )
denotes the kernel and the range of T , respectively.
So far we have considered Lp(Σ) on any σ-finite measure space. Now
let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and µ be a positive regular
Borel measure. The following Theorem is similar to Theorem 4.2 due
to Komal and Gupta in [4].
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 6≡ E(u) ∈ K⋆p and X be a locally compact Haus-
dorff space. Consider the ⋆-multiplication operators TE(u) on L
p(Σ),
1 ≤ p < ∞ with positive regular Borel measure µ. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) TE(u) is Fredholm operator;
(ii) R(TE(u)) is closed and codimR(TE(u)) <∞;
(iii) E(u) has at most finitely many zeros on isolated points.
Proof. Let Z(E(u)) := {x ∈ X : E(u)(x) = 0}. The implication
(i) ⇒ (ii) is obvious. For (ii) ⇒ (iii), suppose that R(TE(u)) is
closed and codimR(TE(u)) <∞. We first show that
√| E(u) | belongs
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to R(TE(u)). Indeed, consider the nonnegative measurable functions
f(x) =
√
x on the closed interval I := [0, ‖E(u)‖], then by [9, Theorem
1.17] there exist simple measurable functions sn on I such that
| sn(x)−
√
x |→ 0 as n→∞,
for every x ∈ I. Now, for each n ∈ N, put fn = sn(|E(u)|)E(u) . Since E(u) is
A-measurable then
E(E(u)) = E(1)E(u) = E(u)
Therefore,
TE(u)fn = E(u) ⋆ fn
= fnE(u).
Then we have
‖TE(u)fn −
√
|E(u)|‖ = ‖sn(|E(u)|)−
√
|E(u)|‖
≤ sup
x∈I
| sn(x)−
√
x |−→ 0,
as n → ∞. Thus, √|E(u)| is in the closure of R(TE(u)), and so
in R(TE(u)) because R(TE(u)) is closed. Now consider the zero set
Z(E(u)). Since
R(TE(u)) ⊂ {f ∈ Lp(Σ) : f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Z(E(u))} ,
and codimR(TE(u)) < ∞, it follows that Z(E(u)) is finite. To verify
(iii), we must show that any point x ∈ Z(E(u)) is isolated. Assume
that some x ∈ Z(E(u)) is not isolated. Then we can take a net {xα}
in X\Z(E(u)) which converge to x. Since √|E(u)| ∈ R(TE(u)), there
exists a function f ∈ Lp(Σ) such that√|E(u)| = TE(u)f and then by [9,
Theorem 3.14] there exists {gn}n ⊂ Cc(X) such that, gn → f as n→∞,
where Cc(X) is the collection of all continuous complex functions on
X whose support is compact. It follows that TE(u)gn →
√|E(u)| as
n→∞, and then
|gn(xα)| −→ |
√|E(u)(xα)|
E(u)(xα)
| = 1|E(u)(xα)
√|E(u)(xα)| −→ ∞,
as n→∞ and xα −→ x.
This contradicts the fact that gn ∈ Cc(X). Hence we get (iii). For
(iii)⇒ (i), If Z(E(u)) consists of isolated points, then we have
R(TE(u)) = {f ∈ Lp(Σ) : f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Z(E(u))} ,
and
N (TE(u)) = {f ∈ Lp(Σ) : f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ X\Z(E(u))} .
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Hence, R(TE(u)) is closed and finiteness of Z(E(u)) implies that,
dimN (TE(u)) <∞ and codimR(TE(u)) <∞. This completes the proof.

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